In today’s world, where consumer
awareness and quality demand is
gradually increasing, seeking new ways to
provide the best service in a competitive
environment, while preserving the devotion
to the values contributing to their rise, has
become the key element of survival for
companies.
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Our Brands
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2011 a year of records
In 2011, Volkswagen Passenger Cars left
an extremely successful year behind with
the product and communication strategy
it has determined in line with the vision
of “the most innovative car brand of the
world”, increasing its sales by 40%. This
success was crowned with Crystal Apple
and Golden Spider awards in the field of
communication.

Volkswagen Passenger Cars
Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand
has displayed a performance above
the market by increasing its own
sales at the rate of 40% in the passenger car market, which grew 16.4%
in comparison to the previous year.
Successful product and communication strategies followed in 2011 increased the market share to the rate
of 9.4% and our brand ranked up to
the 4th place in the market.
Performances of our models
Polo,which won the World Coty
Award (WCOTY) increased its segment share to the rate of 12.6% by
means of active campaigns and became a model appealing to a larger
audience with its newly presented
engine and equipment options.
Golf, creator of compact class, has
accomplished a segment share of
11.2% by increasing its sales in 2011.
The New Jetta, launched in 2011,
with the slogan “Prestige has a new
shape” reached to a market share

The year 2011 became a year that
Volkswagen Passenger Car strengthened its
success. Volkswagen Passenger Cars has
completed a year full of launches and awards
by increasing its sales volume and expanding
its market share and as a result climbing one
step up in the order.
Vedat Uygun
General Manager
Volkswagen Passenger Cars
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of 9.9% by increasing its segment
share.
New Passat, launched in November 2010, kept its leader position in
2011 with a striking segment share of
19%. Our CC model which created
its own segment acquired a segment
share of 34%.
Displaying a performance far above
its nearest competitor, Scirocco continued to be the leader of its segment
with a share of 45%.
The New Tiguan, launched with
Fashion’s Night Out activity, ranked
2nd by reaching a segment share of
15%.
Leader brand in digital communication
Volkswagen Passenger Cars has become the biggest car brand in Turkey
with its official Facebook page hav-

ing over 750,000 fans. Moreover, it
has become the second most popular Volkswagen page of the world.
In 2011, it was awarded with many
prizes, including the Golden Spider, thanks to the applications and
the competitions held in Facebook.
In our website exceeding 10 million
visitors, an online customer communication line for 24-hour has started
to operate even routing from social
media.
Volkswagen After Sales
Volkswagen After Sales providing
service with 68 Authorized Service
points throughout Turkey, expanded its customer service network by
opening Authorized Services in Uşak,
Manisa, Elazığ and Düzce in 2011. In
Service Quality Award Competition,
the fourth one this year, organized
by Volkswagen AG, 2 Volkswagen
Authorized Services from Turkey ac-

complished to rank among the best
100 authorized services across Europe. Respective studies and “best
practice” activities of Doğuş Otomotiv Volkswagen After Sales, achieved
to rank among the best performing 5
countries in aftersales in the whole
world and functioned as a guide for
After Sales network in other countries.
Doğuş Otomotiv was also included in
RASE (Retail After Sales Excellence)
project conducted within the scope
of MACH 18 goals of Volkswagen AG,
and the project studies were started
in Volkswagen Authorized Services
in 2011. With approximately 370,000
vehicle entries in 2011, our Authorized
Services were visited by an average
of 30,000 customers monthly. Due to
increase in these figures, the spare
part turnover increased by 16% and
labor turnover grew by 15% in 2011.
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Volkswagen commercial
vehicles increases
ambition in new segments
Having proved its assertion in the pickup segment which the brand entered with
Amarok in 2011, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has completed the product
renewal process with the New Crafter
and attained the third place in the total
market as well as becoming the leader in
import commercial vehicle sales.

2011
Light commercial vehicle market witnessed a 7.9% increase in 2011 and
reached 270,920 units in overall sales.
And Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, increasing its sales by 9.8%,
achieved a market share of 9.7% in
the total light commercial market and
a 23.5% share in the import commercial vehicle market.
Having entered into a new segment
with Amarok, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles attained the 2nd place
with a market share of 20.1% during
May – December period marking a
quick start in this segment.
Caddy’s market share came up to
10.6% in 2011. 10% of all Caddy
sales across Europe has been realized in Turkey by Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles attained 38% market share in mid-class
light commercial vehicles segment
with a sales figure of 8,670 Trans-

Having been the most aspired brand without
any reserves since 2007, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles will always continue to
be one step ahead of customer expectations
through the innovations it will offer to sustain
this position.
Kerem Güven
General Manager
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
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porter vehicles, making this vehicle
the leader in its own class by landslide also in 2011.
As to Crafter, the market share was
recorded as 3.3% in 2011.
Launches
First vehicle ever to be produced in
this segment by a European manufacturer and combining innovative
technology, superior safety standards and fuel efficiency with comfort and best ergonomic values,
Volkswagen Amarok hit the showrooms in May.
Being the representative of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles in large size
light commercial vehicle segment,
Crafter has been renewed from the
ground up including its engine and
superstructure and was offered to
the market in September. Its specifications exclusively designed and developed for Turkish users, have been
officially certified by Volkswagen AG.
Brand communication
In order to reach the proper target
group, in a proper place and at a
proper time, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles continued its existence
in all possible channels and media
where it could meet with its customers, also in 2011. With an integrated
marketing strategy, all communication channels including classic media
to new media were utilized to implement various projects with the aim of
promoting, giving information about
and offering an experiencing opportunity for the Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles brand. Sometimes
by means of advertisements placed

on printed press and other times via
striking inner-city promotional applications, people have been set on
to talk about the brand. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles’ Facebook
page has reached a high number of
followers making it the second mostfollowed brand worldwide among the
Light Commercial Vehicle brands.
According to the results for Turkey of
the brand image and awareness survey conducted across all large European markets, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has scored the highest
point in the brand image evaluation.
Customer relations management
and field operations of Authorized
Dealers
In 2011, Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles also carried out direct marketing activities based on customer
segmentation and established one-

to-one communication particularly
with commercial vehicle key sectors
–which are the target groups– by implementing experimental and direct
marketing activities together with
CRM projects.
As of early 2011, potential customer
and outdoor visiting projects have
been initiated. While 68,000 customer records were taken in 2010, as of
today 180,000 proper potential customer records have been obtained as
a result of the actions taken. 65,000
customers were visited personally.
2012...
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
will incessantly carry on its activities
on improving customer satisfaction
and fulfilling sales targets in 2012 as
well.
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World’s best Audi
service is from Turkey
With a year-on-year increase of 25%,
Audi brand recorded 12,064 sales units in
2011, raising its market share to 2.03%.
In addition, a 22.2% increase in aftersales services turnover was marked in
parallel to 23.3% increased car park
compared to 2010. Furthermore, Audi’s
78% customer loyalty level has been cited exemplary across Europe.

As a result of our investment in human
resources and after sales services, we
repeated our achievements we have been
performing at Audi Twin Cup in recent years
and brought Audi Twin Cup trophy to Turkey
as the world’s best Audi service facility.
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti
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Vorsprung durch Technik
Audi’s intertwining four rings represent Horch, Audi, DKW and Wanderer companies, the founders of the
Brand. The brand claim, “Vorsprung
durch Technik” is supplemented by
the brand values “sporty”, “sophisticated” and “progressive”, which
comprise the core of the brand.
Record sales units
Started to be imported to Turkey by
Doğuş Otomotiv in 1994, Audi brand
marked a significant achievement in
2011 by attaining the highest sales
figure ever with 12,064 units.
Audi’s model-based performance
Audi’s representative in the small
compact class Audi A1, completed
2011 with 548 units. Being a leader in
its segment, the total sales figure of
A3, A3 Sportback and A3 Cabriolet
was recorded as 3,125. While A4, A4
Avant and A4 allroad quattro sales
were closing the year with 2,766
units, the total sales figure of A5 family reached 826 units. Renewed in

2011, the sales of A6, A6 Avant and
A6 allroad quattro saw 3,184 units in
total, whereas A8 sales came up to
141 units. In 2011, TT sold 35 units
while 154 Q7s and 180 A7 Sportback
models were delivered. Another segment leader is Q5 with 954 units. And
Audi Q3, offered for sale in November, closed the year with 148 sales
units.
Growth in after sales services
Car park of Audi grew by 23.3% in
2011 and correspondingly, after
sales services turnover displayed a
year-on-year increase of 22.2%. In
2011, sales of Audi parts increased
by 24.7%. Audi customers’ loyalty
rate was actualized as 78 % in 2011.
This rate is an important indicator
setting an example in the premium
segment.
Carrying on with 2011 achievements
The highest scores ever attained
in the CSS -a survey conducted by
AUDI AG to measure customer satisfaction in sales and after-sales

areas- were reached in 2011. Record
level scores accomplished in both
areas constitute an explicit indicator of the level achieved in customer
satisfaction. Audi got the first place
in service and technical categories
among all countries worldwide at the
Audi Twin Cup After Sales Competition proving that its service quality
is beyond global standards. In the
“Otohaber Awards” organized by
Otohaber magazine, where the winners were determined by the readers’
votes, the most award winning brand
has been Audi with 9 awards.

for the first time with Audi AG with
201 persons finding the opportunity
to test-drive R8 on Formula 1 track.
One of the other primary events of
2011 was communication activities carried out in social media. Audi
brand has successfully used social
media channels like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Flicker and Youtube.

Marketing and launch activities
With image and tactical advertising campaigns carried throughout
the year, it was aimed not only to
increase brand awareness of Audi
but also to support sales. There were
launch campaigns organized for A7
Sportback and A6 models and advertisements were given for the relaunch of A1. Audi Sportscar Experience, which took place between the
dates 22-26 June, was organized
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Continue to Accelerate!
Following the successfully completed
2010, Porsche increased its sales volume by performing 13% growth with
the extension of the model range with
Panamera Hybrid, 911 Carrera GTS,
the launch of the New Panamera Diesel and with organized marketing activities in 2011.

Performances of our models
With the launch of the new Panamera
Diesel, Panamera sales figures have
increased 50% compared to the previous year and 117 units have been
sold. Boxster model has reached to a
sales number of 10 with an increase
of 100% as of end-2011. Cayman
model, which has been positioned
to close the gap between Boxster
and 911 models in terms of target
audience and price, has been sold
31 units with an increase of 47%. 52
units of the total 442 Porsche sales
in 2011 came from 911 model. The
New Cayenne model which was
launched in 2010 enjoyed a 232-unit
sale in 2011.
New Panamera Diesel launch
The latest version of 4-door Gran
Turismo model of Porsche equipped
with 250hp diesel engine was introduced to the press in Stuttgart for the
first time on July 21-22. As of September 30, at Istinye Park the models
were presented to Porsche enthusiasts with the car display event, titled

In the year 2011, thanks to the launch of
the leading Panamera Diesel, Panamera
Hybrid and Cayman R models and effective
marketing activities, total sales volume
reached 442 units.
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
Porsche and SEAT
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Otomotion, for a period of 1 month.
On October 13, the New Panamera
Diesel’s customer introducing cocktail was held in Bebek Lucca and the
models attracted great attention. On
October 30, the New Panamera Diesel test drive activity was performed
in İstanbul Park simultaneously with
GT3 Cup Challenge final race. During
the year, sales figures of the model
increased.
Porsche Sport Driving School
ve PWRS
Porsche Sport Driving School activity
was held in İstanbul Park, Turkey for
the second time between May 28 and
29. Drift trainings and trainings to improve driving skills were held with 20
units of Carrera 911 model brought
from Germany and at the helm of the
foreign driving trainers.

Another driving activity, Porsche
World Road Show, was held in
İstanbul Park between June 4 and
10. Invited Porsche enthusiasts had
a great driving experience on different Porsche models at different
sections accompanied by Porsche
driving trainers from Germany within the frame of Porsche World Road
Show.
Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge
Eastern Europe
The second season of “Porsche GT3
Cup Challenge Eastern Europe” races, being the sole brand cup open to
the competition version of Porsche
GT3 model, has been successfully
completed in 2011. 4 races held in
İstanbul Park and Brno tracks over 4
weekends were followed attentively
by motor sports fans.

New 911’s launch
The World Premiere of the New 911
became one of the most striking
sports cars of the world and was
held in Frankfurt Motorshow in September. The press launch was performed in Los Angeles between November 15 and 18. Creating a wide
media coverage the dealer launch of
the new model has been an unforgettable show organized in Cape Town
between November 27 and 30.
6th Porsche Center opens in Bursa
Following İstanbul, Ankara, Antalya
and İzmir the 6th Porsche selling
point was opened in Bursa. With the
new Porsche showroom in Mersin to
go into operation in 2012, the authorized dealer network will continue to
expand.
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The year of launches:
2011
Bentley and Lamborghini, top luxury
segment brands of Doğuş Otomotiv,
boasting the broadest brand range and
service network in Turkish automotive
sector, renders “creative services beyond expectations” in parallel to the
Company’s vision.

Most prestigious and luxurious
brands of automobile history
Bentley Motors was founded in 1919
by Walter Owen Bentley who was a
railroad engineer. Today, the Brand
carries on its operations under the
umbrella of Volkswagen AG. British
brand Bentley has gained recognition since the beginning of 1910 for
manufacturing the most prestigious
and luxurious models of the entire
automobile history.
Automobili Lamborghini was founded in 1963 by Ferruccio Lamborghini.
Production operations of the brand
have been carried out in Bologna,
Italy since its foundation day. Following the purchase of all Lamborghini
shares by Audi AG in 1998, the brand
shifted toward a rapid uptrend with
its new models equipped with powerful and high-end technologies.
Upper luxury segment affected by
the economic crisis
In 2011, Bentley Continental GT and
Lamborghini LP 700 Aventador mod-

The year 2011 passed with new car launches
both for Lamborghini and Bentley brands.
Most of our cars were delivered in the last
quarter of 2011. A more positive year awaits
us in 2012.
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti
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els were launched. Since the majority of these cars were custom-made,
production and delivery took long
and cars were delivered to customers in the last quarter of the year.
Parallel to the shrinkage of the upper
luxury segment in 2011 and due to
late delivery of cars, sales of Bentley
brand decreased by 3 units and realized as 11. Lamborghini, on the other
hand, increased its sales by 2 units
and thus its market share, reaching a
sales figure of 6 cars in 2011.
In 2011 January-December period
Bentley succeeded a total sales of 11
units (8 Continental GT and 3 Conti-

nental Flying Spur), whereas Lamborghini sold and delivered 6 cars (4 of
them being Gallardo LP 560-4, 1 being Gallardo LP 570-4 Superleggera
and 1 being Aventador LP 700-4).
Carrying on with the brand
communication
In 2011, marketing investments for
Bentley and Lamborghini brands
were continued. Highlights from the
marketing activities actualized during
the year are as follows:
• 232 invited guests participated in
Bentley GT launch event organized in
Bej Restaurant, Istinye Park on February 16, 2011.

• We sponsored the Carnival of Venice at Venice Palace with Lamborghini brand and displayed Gallardo LP570 Superleggera on March 4, 2011.
• We, as Bentley, sponsored Breitling
Jet Team Show held at Koç Museum
on October 16, 2011 and displayed
Bentley’s GT model.
• Customers were invited to Lamborghini Academy driving activities organized throughout the year by Automobili Lamborghini.
The year 2012
In 2012, respectively 10 and 4 sales
units are foreseen for Bentley and
Lamborghini brands.
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We reached our
sustainable growth target
In line with its dynamic, young-spirited
and design-driven brand values, SEAT
expanded the Ibiza model family with
new engine options offered to the market in 2011, and reached a growth greater than the market expansion with 19%
increase in sales.

As SEAT, we accomplished our sustainable
growth target using the quality and
technology advantages of our products,
and achieved a growth greater than the
market expansion in 2011.
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
Porsche and SEAT
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We have achieved growth with
Ibiza model
The key factor in the sales performance of the SEAT brand in 2011
with 6,059 units is the sales and
communication strategy specially
developed for the expanded Ibiza
family.
Performance of our models
• The best selling model of SEAT
in 2011 was Ibiza family, offered
for sale with improved engine and
transmission options, competitive
sales actions and new Copa equipment package. Consisting of Ibiza
Sport Coupe, Ibiza Five-door and
Sportourer versions, sales of Ibiza
family increased by 47% compared
to 2010, and achieved SEAT sales
share to 49%.
• The second best selling SEAT
model in 2011, Leon achieved 45%
market share with 1.6 Diesel 7-speed
DSG engine option and 1.4 125 HP
FR version launched in the last quarter.

• Increasing its sales volume by 68%
compared to 2010, Altea XL achieved
6% SEAT sales share in 2011.
Marketing activities
In line with the global strategy of SEAT
brand, in 2011 we have focused on
Authorized Dealer marketing activities
and digital media in addition to conventional communication methods.
With the launch of SEAT Turkey Facebook official page in May and the various projects realized in social media
throughout the year, we reached the
targeted young audience. Improving
the SEAT brand awareness as well as
supporting the sales was aimed with
Ibiza family intensive image and sales
communication.

Warranted customer satisfaction
and quality image in after sales services
With service campaigns for SEAT
brand vehicles, the number of car
park increased by 12% in 2011.
Customer loyalty for Dealer Services
was increased by 5% and reached
60%. Thanks to the repeat repairs
reduced to 4% through on-the-jobtrainings, outstanding successes
were achieved in customer satisfaction surveys.
Brand achievements
In the 2011, IACS market research
conducted by SEAT S.A. in order to
measure after-sales customer satisfaction, pointed out Doğuş Otomotiv
and SEAT to be among the top three

brands, that have increased customer satisfaction in Turkish market. The
2011 winner of “Top Service People”
award, organized by SEAT for awarding the most successful operators
among Dealer Services worldwide,
Doğuş Otomotiv-SEAT authorized
service AVEK Otomotiv Service Manager was selected as the “Top Service Manager” beating competitors
from 26 countries.
Strong Authorized Dealer and Service network
Continuing its activities in 2011 with
23 Authorized Dealers and 40 Service
locations, SEAT Authorized Dealers
and Services network has become the
most important power of the brand
with its efforts and belief in the brand.
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Skoda is taking conﬁdent
steps toward its goals
Yüce Auto, which has been operating
as Skoda’s distributor in Turkey since
1989, continues to provide sales, repair/
maintenance and spare parts service for
Fabia, Roomster, Octavia, Superb and
Yeti models through 31 Authorized Dealers and 38 Authorized Service Agents
throughout Turkey.

Skoda increased sales in Turkey
in 2011 by 20%, a growth that was
above the market average, from
6,332 to 7,590.
Skoda ended 2011 having achieved
new growth records in global markets. While the total automotive market worldwide grew by 5.1%, Skoda
sales rocketed upward by 15.3%.
Moreover, Skoda went from selling
762,600 vehicles in 2010 to 879,200
in 2011. Reinforcing its success by
expanding its range of products,
Skoda launched its Citigo and Rapid models during the same period.
These models will be unveiled to the
Turkish consumer at this year’s Istanbul Auto Show.
Performance of our models
Skoda Türkiye sold 7,590 passenger
vehicles in 2011. Making up 39%
of sales, Octavia was the best selling model. Following Octavia, with
1,734 in sales -23% of brand saleswas Superb, the model representing
the brand’s growing prestige in the

We have broken records in the automotive sector
over the past year. The progress we made, beginning
with the change in the Skoda logo, began bearing
fruit as witnessed by 7,590 in sales. For 2012,
we want to sustain this momentum and, with the
success we will attain with our models, which
represent our brand and reﬂect the quality of our
group, move that much closer to reaching our goals
for 2018.
Mahmut Kadirbeyoğlu
General Manager
Skoda Yüce Auto
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Turkish market. Skoda’s B segment
model Fabia obtained a 19% share
of the market with 1,464 in sales as
a result of favorable pricing. Skoda’s
SUV segment model, Yeti, continued
its swift market entrance, because of
its design and smart features, selling 769 -a 10% share. Roomster,
Skoda’s MPV-class representative,
increased its market share to 9% in
2011.
The success of our models was not
limited to the sales performance. The
Superb Combi model was chosen
vehicle of the year in the “Stars of
the Year” awards held by Ekovitrin
magazine. Our Fabia RS model won
the Crystal Apple award in the “Open
Category” of the Creative Media Use
division for the “It’s Coming to Whip
up Dust” Campaign.
2011 and 2012 novelties
Fabia RS, which was launched in
March 2011, becoming available to
the Turkish consumer and adding
a new dynamism to our brand with
its sporty lines, maintained Skoda’s
leading position in the IRC market
that Skoda’s S2000 had achieved
and continued putting its experience
into action on the road.
In 2011, our brand celebrated its
110th anniversary and the Fabia
Super 2000 participated for the first
time in the Turkish Leg of the World
Rally Championship, a longstanding tradition in motor sports. The
Fabia Super 2000, driven by experienced rally driver Burak Çukurova
and sponsored by Yüce Auto, placed
second in the general category.

Skoda’s first SUV model, Yeti, has
an array of smart features for daily
use in the city. In 2012, a 1.6 TDI
motor option is being added to the
Greenline series. Following its February release, the Yeti Greenline, which
symbolizes the brand’s environmentally friendliness, will be available for
purchase. Both its low fuel consumption and price will continue to appeal
to customers.
Skoda Otomotiv aims at having a
presence in all segments with models that meet every need. Moreover,
in line with its strategy of releasing a
new product every six months, it will
diversify its product range in 2012
by introducing the Citigo and Rapid
models.
The new model Rapid, representative
of the compact sedan segment, will
more than meet the expectations of a
sedan with its 5-passenger capacity,
spacious interior and baggage compartment

Citigo, which is being planned to be
launched in the final quarter of the
year in the small vehicle segment,
will make city traffic entertaining with
its maximum safety features, attractive lines, economical engine, agility
and powerful performance.
2012 market share target
As one of its major global targets,
Skoda plans on raising its share
of the Turkish market by 40% and
thereby attaining a 1.75% market
share in 2012. This target will contribute to Skoda Auto’s goal of selling 1 million automobiles worldwide.
Skoda, supporting the change that
began with its logo throughout all its
showrooms, will stand out, too, with
the concept change to be made at
authorized dealers thoughout Turkey
in 2012.
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A new historical sale
record from Scania
Scania sold a total of 2,929 units in 16
tons and over heavy commercial vehicles market in 2011. Reaching an alltime-high, the Company expanded its
sales volume by 17%, breaking the previous year’s record of 2,500 units.

Breaking a sales record under Doğuş
Otomotiv’s distributorship and reaching
the sales number of 2,929 in 2011, Scania
provided signiﬁcant added value to the
logistics sector by taking place among the
bestselling brands of the Turkish market.
Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Scania, Krone and Meiller
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Sales performance for 2011
As of the end of December 2011,
2,929 Scania were sold as heavy
commercial vehicles in Turkey. 2,749
of the sold vehicles (94%) are tractors, 180 of them are on-road and
off-road trucks. In 2011, Scania’s vehicle park has reached the number of
20,000 and the brand has continued
to create difference with wide product options and become a preferred
brand both in the on-road and offroad segments.
After Sales Services performance
In 2011, via an emergency hotline
operating 24/7, our customers both
in Turkey and Europe have been responded by operators speaking in
our customers’ native languages,
and with 24 emergency support vehicles emergency aids have been
provided to the points they specified.
There are 201 technicians, 285 personnel and 296 vehicle repair fields in
21 Scania Authorized Dealers in Turkey. 83,117 work orders have been

opened by Scania Authorized dealers
in 2011. All 21 Authorized Services in
Turkey are holding the certificate of
“Scania Dealership Operating Standards”.
Scania Black Amber wind in
Comvex
Named after its unique color harmony, Scania Black Amber is designed
collaboratively with the legendary
Swedish design company Svempas,
and met with its admirers in Comvex
Fair by the support of Doğuş Otomotiv. With the new V8 series engine,
this vehicle is offered with Highline
or Topline cabin alternatives. With
its numerous features, including a
practical DVD player and a navigation monitor, 22” screen LCD TV,
sound system, bright stainless steel
exhaust, leather steering wheel Scania Black Amber is symbolizing gusto
and quality. With this vehicle, which
was brought to Turkey for Comvex
Fair with the contributions of Doğuş
Otomotiv, Scania received sincere
appreciation from all visitors. For this

special vehicle that turns driving into
a unique experience, a test-drive activity was organized at Istanbul Park.
Attended by national and sector
press members, the event drew significant attention and received media
coverage in national newspapers,
sector-oriented magazines, TV programs and web portals.
Scania has made a first in its sector
with the “Scania Dedicated Leader
Training Program”
Scania initiated a training program for
owners of Authorized Dealers in 2011
and is unique in the heavy vehicle
sector under the name of “Scania
Dedicated Leader Training Program”.
In the training addressing the owners
of Authorized Dealers, several topics
including World and Turkey Automotive Trends, Understanding Human
Behavior, Transition from Family
Business to Corporate Companies
were discussed, aiming to improve
professional business management
skills and contributing in personal development.

Another year full of marketing
activities
Marketing activities conducted in
2011 included: advertising activities of Scania G-series 2012 model
for the national press; communication activities supporting Authorized
Dealers and Services; a press trip for
the launch of Scania’s new construction vehicles to be introduced to the
Turkish market in 2012; sales campaigns, delivery ceremonies, where
we found the opportunity to meet
with our customers interactively; testdrive activities we organized for the
sector-specific and national press;
overseas factory visits and fair attendances, exhibited all product range
in Comvex Exhibition and exhibited
construction vehicles in Beton Exhibition, we organized for our Authorized
Dealers and Services and customers.
In addition to these promotional activities, the Scania brand has participated in several social responsibility
projects, such as “We Are Measuring
Turkey’s Blood Pressure” and the
“Traffic Responsibility Action” project, co-organized with TÜVTURK.
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In 2011, Krone reached
the highest sales
volume in Turkey
In the year 2011 Krone, the leading trailer brand of Europe, increased its sales
by 47% compared to previous year, with
sales of 817 units and reached the highest sales figure in Turkey since 2003, the
year it was introduced to Turkish market.

Being a reference brand for the transporters
with its high technology models, Krone
achieved the highest sales volume in the
Turkish market in 2011 with 817 units.
Especially the frigoriﬁc models provide an
important added value to our country’s
exports.
Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Scania, Krone and Meiller
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Krone trailer, established in 1906 in
Germany and operating in Turkey
with Doğuş Otomotiv since 2003,
introduced its “fuel saver” technology, an example of its innovative
and competitive philosophy, in 2011.
Reducing the air resistance, the “fuel
saver” aims to contribute to customers’ costs by diminishing fuel consumption while protecting the environment with its low emission rate.
Responsive to the market conditions
all the time and adopting the philosophy of providing appropriate solutions for its customers, Krone will
continue to provide solution-oriented
innovations.
Krone is the preferred brand in
imported frigorific trailer market
In 2011, Krone continued to be the
preference of the leading fleet customers with its 217 frigorific trailer
sales. Especially with its aluminumbased Duoplex Steel frigorific vehicles, Krone managed to expand its
customer portfolio with Turkey’s top
five fresh vegetable and fruit export-

ers, mostly exporting citrus fruits to
Russia. This is an important success
that has to be underlined.
2011 Performance
Krone, having a broad network in the
market with its 16 Authorized Dealers and Services spread throughout
Turkey, continues to stay one step
ahead of its competitors. With its
24/7 customer service hotline, Krone supports this service without time
limitation, and aims to reach maximum customer satisfaction. 2011
enabled Krone to rivet its strength
in its brand image and quality in
curtain-sider trailer market with the
new generation Profi Liner model,
which was launched in 2010, with
its standard XL-CODE load security certificate, with the elasticity of
loading capacity and heavy-duty
axle-shaft. Krone brand obtained a
market share of around 10% in the

trailer market with a sales figure of
817 units in 2011. By clearly understanding the needs and requests of
its customers and providing them
with tailor-made transportation solutions, Krone managed to increase its
vehicle park over 4,500 units.
“The Best Trailer Brand” in 2011,
Krone
Organized by Stuttgarter Verlags EuroTransport-Media (ETM) each year
regularly, Krone was awarded the
“Best Trailer Brand of 2011” award
with the votes of 8,000 logistics sector representatives. Maintaining its
research and development by focusing on customer needs and expectations, Krone certifies the load security with XL-CODE certificate, which is
one of the most important criteria in
highway transportation logistics sector, with its load security systems.

Marketing activities support sales
In addition to the high quality products offered to the trailer market,
Krone is also a conspicuous brand
due to its frequent media coverage
and marketing activities specialized in one-to-one communication
with its customers. In this context,
delivery ceremonies for fleet companies that enabled to one-to-one
communication with our customers,
sector-based press visits and trade
fair shows were organized. Krone’s
website was redesigned in line with
its global website, facilitating to get
more detailed information about the
products and services for its customers. Furthermore, in compliance
with Doğuş Otomotiv’s ambition to
provide benefits for the society as a
duty, Krone sponsored “Türkiye’nin
Tansiyonunu Ölçüyoruz” (Measuring
Turkey’s Blood Pressure) organization.
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Leading products
by the leading
tipper brand
In 2011, Meiller increased the number of
its Authorized Dealers and Services to a
great extend and grew with a sales quantity of 572 units, pointing an increase of
28%, and showed a performance parallel to the growth rate of the heavy commercial vehicles market in general.

With 162 years of experience, Meiller
pioneered to increase the quality in the tipper
market, with its products presented to Turkey
along with the models produced in Sakarya
Plant.
Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Scania, Krone and Meiller
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F. X. Meiller Fahrzeug GmbH & Co.
KG is a large family corporation established in 1850 in Munich.
Developing tipper products fitting the
vehicles perfectly by collaborating
with the heavy commercial vehicles
manufacturers today, Meiller provides solutions for different needs by
offering its cutting-edge technology,
utilizing its engineering know-how
to find swift solutions for the service provided for its customers and
by strengthening its leading position
with the difference in service it creates.
Meiller in the Turkish market
Making a sale of 572 units in 2011,
Meiller showed an uptrend with its
sales performance, parallel to the
rising construction sector. After having entered to the Turkish market in
2007 with Doğuş Otomotiv’s distributorship, Meiller has strengthened
its existence in Turkey especially
with the opening of “Meiller Doğuş
Damper” factory in 2008, which is

located in Sakarya. Having 10 Authorized Dealers and Services in 2010,
Meiller added a new one in 2011. In
line with the brand growth the service
network was widened to be closer to
the customers. In addition to the existing models, the semi-trailer tipper
range of Meiller brand, which gained
recognition in the tipper market, has
launched its high capacity-tipper
truck models in 2010. In 2011, this
product range showed a successful
growth with 198 units, presenting an
increase rate of 224% compared to
the previous year.
Difference of Meiller
Meiller carries out projects on meeting the needs of the customers with
the cutting-edge technologies and
investments, and offers products that
are long-lasting, economic, durable,
low-maintenance and operationally
efficient. Meiller offers secure transportation solutions through its roll-off
tippers and skip handlers, not only
for the construction industry but also
for the waste management sector.

Meiller products obtain a design lightened with new concepts, high quality, strong and flexible steel, which
can be applied to any kind of chassis
type for also having high bending and
torsion resistance, loading platform
and easy to use and easy-care control units. Thanks to this, Meiller helps
customers increase their revenues by
providing substantial saving cost.
Meiller communication projects…
Becoming an indispensable tipper
brand with its durability and easy use
on the construction site Meiller aims
to introduce products in the most accurate and detailed ways by focusing
on interaction with customers. For
this purpose, Meiller has provided an
opportunity to review products and
models for its customers in Beton
2011 and Comvex fairs..

starting production after entering the
Turkish market, Meiller increased
its sales to 293 units, with the ratio
of 102% compared with the same
period in the previous year, and has
experienced the honor of selling the
1,000th tipper in Turkey.
“The Best Tipper”
At the traditional competition of the
“Best Commercial Vehicles and
Brands” organized for the 15th time
this year by German magazines specialized in commercial vehicles sector, Meiller won the “Best Tipper of
the Year 2011” award for the 7th
time, proving its strength once more,
demonstrated the superior quality it
offers to its customers.

1,000th Meiller on the roads of Turkey
Recognized for its quality, Meiller
has achieved a rising sales graphic
in 2011 with the advantages offered
to users in our country. Immediately
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High quality standards
in industrial and marine
engines market
The year of 2011 has been a year focusing on maintaining the market share, as
well as sales figures for Scania Engines.
Total sales volume of Dogus Otomotiv’s
industrial and marine engine business
line was 84 for the year of 2011.

2011 sales performance
Scania Engines maintained its market
share with total 84 sales figure in Turkish market throughout the year of 2011. In
addition to marine engines, a significant
progress was made within land generators
market, entered in order to expand sales
volume. A remarkable sales volume performance was demonstrated for this market within 2011.
Dealer trainings in progress
The trainings within sales, aftersales services and marketing fields, which were organized for the personnel serving for Scania Engines, were also organized in 2011
with the participation of new Authorized
Dealers.
Marketing activities
The customers throughout the whole
country were accessed directly by means
of local activities, which were organized
together with Authorized Sales Points and
Services in 2011. Eurasia Boat Show was
one of the major activities among marketing activities organized in 2011. The prod-

Scania Engines Business Line has maintained
its market share within alternative sales
channels, especially within land generators in
2011, and, thus continued its position within
top-three companies in Turkish market.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
DOD, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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ucts were presented to current and
potential customers in detail, during
those activities, where yacht manufacturers and end users were visited
in order to promote the engines. In
addition, many activities were organized for transportation associations
and their members, whereas various
promotional activities were held in
universities. Due to high achievement level obtained in 2011 Eurasia
Boat Show, attention and importance will be attached on such activities in 2012.
Wide product range
Doğuş Otomotiv, provides the following products to its industrial and
marine engines business line customers:
• Scania marine engines,
• Scania marine generator engines,
• Scania land generator engines, and
• Scania industrial engines.
Environment-friendly engines
Scania Engines will have met all exhaust gas emission requirements in
relevant sectors, which shall be applicable in Europe and USA until
2020, through 9-13 and 16 lt engines
to be launched in 2012. Scania has
been maintaining its pioneering role
for protecting environment.
2012 Targets
Scania Engines is continuing its
operations, targeting to become a
preferred brand in Turkey, enrich its
product range and maintain market
share within industrial and marine
engines business line. Doğuş Otomotiv focuses on transferring its vast

knowledge and experience within automotive industry, to marine industry.
The Company takes firm and stable
steps towards the leader position by
focusing on customer satisfaction in
sales and aftersales fields, and also
meeting all needs of the industry

through its corporate structure in our
country, which is a peninsula with
approximately 9,000 km seashore.
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Thermo King reinforced
its leader position
The year of 2011 has been a very significant and crucial year for worldwide
leading cooling system brand Thermo
King, which has been serving in Turkey,
through distributorship of Doğuş Otomotiv since 2008. In this year considerable progress was made in the field
of promotion and dealership network
structuring while the Company’s leader
position within cooling system market
was reinforced. Total sales volume of
Doğuş Otomotiv’s cooling business line
reached to 388 for the year of 2011.

2011 sales performance
Following total sales volume of 300
units in 2010 in Turkey, our sales volume reached 388 units in 2011, with
an increase of 30%. The Authorized
Sales and Service network, which
is structured in important and leading markets throughout the country,
played a key role in achieving this
total sales performance. In addition,
the fleet sales got the largest slice in
total sales performance. A number
of successful cooperation projects
were accomplished with all truckbodybuilder companies within the
industry during 2011 within the frame
of “treating each company equally”
principle. In addition, in the frame
of the joint projects with OEM, successful collaborations were put into
practice with TEMSA, one of the
leading bus manufacturers in Turkey.
New project possibilities are aimed
with bus manufacturers by means of
the steps to be taken within 2012.
Authorized Dealer trainings in progress
The trainings within sales, aftersales
services and marketing fields, which

Thermo King brand, with completed corporate
and organizational structuring in our country, has
been awarded as “World’s Best Trailer Dealer of
The Year” by OEM in 2011, for the second time
successively due to our signiﬁcant achievements in
sales and marketing ﬁelds.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
DOD, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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were organized for the personnel
serving for Thermo King, were also
organized in 2011 with the participation of new Authorized Dealers.
Marketing activities
“T-Series”, a new truck cooler unit,
was launched through roadshow organizations in Istanbul, Antalya and
Hatay in June and July 2011. Over
800 industry members participated
in these activities, where all Thermo
King product groups were presented.
Furthermore, customer satisfaction
measurements (CSI) application was
continued, parallel to our customerfocused point of view. Thermo King
Turkey was awarded “World’s Best

Trailer Dealer of the Year” by OEM
in 2011 with reference to its achievements. Country-wide corporate and
architectural structuring of Thermo
King Authorized Sales and Service
points was completed in compliance
with OEM Corporate within the frame
of 2011 business plans.
2012 targets
It is targeted to continue Authorized Salesperson training programs
through 2012. Also, the leading position in diesel units will be maintained,
air-conditioning systems, and vehicle
powered unit market shares will be
increased. Moreover, we are targeting to obtain a remarkable market
share with the new T-Series in 2012.

Strong results
Total sales volume of Doğuş Otomotiv’s cooling business line reached
388 units in the year of 2011. An increase in sales volume is targeted
with the strategies to be pursued
through 2012. Thermo King has become a reliable solution partner in
cooling systems industry by expanding its product range and improving its service quality. Thermo King
Cooling Systems takes firm and
stable steps towards leader position
by focusing on customer satisfaction
within sales and aftersales fields, and
also meeting all needs of the industry
through its corporate structure.
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Progress with
improved service
quality
Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ş., a
subsidiary of Doğuş Otomotiv, provides
services with 1,339 employees for its 7
brands in 6 regions through its 31 Authorized Dealers and 29 Service Stations in
a total closed area of 185,000 m2.

Maintaining customer satisfaction is an
unalterable principle for Doğuş Oto. In our
journey aiming at offering the perfect service
experience to our customers regarding our
sales and services, we are increasingly
improving our service quality with our friendly
and experienced team members.
Zafer Başar
General Manager
Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ş.
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Doğuş Oto
Offering services in the automotive sector since 1963, Genoto has
been sustaining its activities under
the name of Doğuş Oto since 2004.
For the 7 brands it represents (VW
Commercial Vehicles, VW Passenger
Cars, Audi, Porsche, SEAT, Skoda
and DOD), Doğuş Oto has 31 Authorized Dealers and Service points located in İstanbul, Ankara and Bursa,
where new and used vehicles, their
spare parts and accessories are being sold. Furthermore, customers
are offered insurance, financing and
after-sales services in these premises. Doğus Oto is always aimed at
excellence in customer satisfaction.
Having renovated its showrooms in
Bursa and Maslak in 2011 Doğuş Oto
improved its service quality. With its
well-trained staff and customer-oriented service concept Doğus Oto
Bursa’s new showroom opened in
2011 at 37,500 m² area, is continuing
to offer services for Audi, VW Passenger and Commercial Vehicles,
SEAT, DOD and Porsche brands.

31.2% market share in overall sales
of Doğuş Otomotiv
With 1,339 employees, Doğuş Oto
Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ş. is offering services in a total closed area of
185,000 m². In 2011, Doğuş Oto sold
31,372 new, and 2,756 used vehicles.
Doğuş Oto gained a share of 3.63%
of Turkey’s total passenger and light
commercial vehicles market. Doğuş
Oto’s share in Doğuş Otomotiv
Group’s overall retail sales reached
to a level of 31.2% in 2011. Moreover,
the total number of customers given
service in 2011 reached 177,645.
Lean Management
With an eye to gathering all services
its customers may need under one

roof and further bringing these services to perfection, Doğuş Oto has
been continuing its “Lean Management” practices since 2007. In 2011
504 proposals developed in Doğuş
Oto and 192 proposals were put
into practice. 14 lean leaders were
trained. Kaizen and Lean projects,
with the leader of the suggestion
system, created a total cost-cut of
TL 531,526.
The studies targeting to eliminate
all unnecessary waiting points and
minimize any waste, by reevaluating
the business processes with a scientific perspective, were continued
through 2011. It is planned to carry
on these studies at a greater pace.

Quality service to all brands with
Oto-Fix
Oto-Fix, which has joined Doğuş Oto
family in 2008 with the aim of maintaining low cost, fast, widespread
and quality service with Doğuş Oto’s
assurance, has received 6,106 cars
in 2011. Maintaining its operations in
3 regions, İstanbul-Esenyurt, Bursa,
and Ankara-Etimesgut, Oto-Fix is targeting to extend its hood and paint
maintenance, mechanical maintenance and expertise services to nonVW Group member brands, and to
share Doğuş Oto’s quality with these
new brands.
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A success story
in Switzerland

Within a developing economy framework, D-Auto Suisse SA displayed a
strong sales performance in 2011
by delivering 146 new vehicles, as
well as maximizing customer satisfaction in after-sales services.

D-Auto Suisse made a strong entrance
to the Swiss market in its second full
year of operation, and obtained a solid
position within the intense competitive
environment.
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Performance by models
2011 was mainly influenced by the
strong Swiss franc, thus putting a
high pressure on sales via grey market throughout the Eurozone. The
breakdown of cars delivered in 2011
is as follows:

Model

Units

Sales Share (%)

Boxster

5

3

Cayman

2

1

Cayenne

74

51

911

36

25

Panamera

29

20

Activities
Activities are the main driver to generate showroom traffic at D-Auto Suisse SA in Lausanne. Activities and
especially the launch of the New 911
in 2011 drove approximately 1,500
contacts into our showroom, generating new leads. In addition to enabling
us to build contacts with potential
customers, the activities provided the
opportunity to build new networks.
D-Auto Suisse SA aims at performing monthly events with an eye to
increasing its number of customers
and firm customer relations. Activities
are planned for sales and after-sales
in order to generate showroom traffic. With cross-marketing activities,
D-Auto Suisse SA gets in touch with
other non-sector-member brands in-

cluding UBS, Nespresso, Hublot by
organizing activities in collaboration
to appeal to their customer portfolios.
Sales target for 2012: 209 vehicles
2012 will be the second year at full
swing. Utilizing from this advantage,
our company aims at revealing an
increasing performance and developing a strong growth strategy to
arrive in a profitable financial result.
D-Auto Suisse SA plans to increase
its sales up to 209.
Model

Units

Staff
Due to its outstanding performance
in 2011, in order to reach its targets
D-Auto Suisse SA will continue to
expand its employee population and
increase their productivity in 2012.

Sales Share (%)

Boxster / Cayman

18

9

Cayenne

86

41

911

71

34

Panamera

34

16
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Leader of innovations,
leader of sector
As a Doğuş Otomotiv A.Ş. brand, DOD
renders used car purchase, sales and
exchange services via its Authorized
Dealer network throughout Turkey. Being Turkey’s first, unique and the largest
corporate used car market brand, DOD
became the symbol of trust in the sector, riveting its leadership with brand
new projects and initiatives.

Auction Organizations becomes a
tradition, ProDOD launch
In 2011 DOD increased the frequency
of auctions, organizing them almost
each weekend and turned them in a
tradition. DOD has managed to sell
1,500 vehicles through 45 auctions
held in 2011. During last year DOD
also launched the ProDOD (Professional members of auction) system,
where during its launch 100 cars
were sold within only 2 hours. That
was the highest sale made during
one auction up to date.
New supply sources
Besides its individual consumers,
thanks to the fast growth in numbers
of the operational fleet rental companies following completion of the
course of renting their large vehicle
parks, with more than 10 years of experience, DOD has maintained its importance during the liquidation of the
operational fleet rental companies.
DOD’s success is based on its:
• Strong infrastructure,
• Extensive authorized dealer network,

Driven by its mission of being the greatest
brand in the used car sector both in virtual and
physical markets, DOD maintained its leadership
in 2011 with a sales volume of 15,659 vehicles
in the used car sector -breaking a new company
record- and has marked its seal on the sector
with new projects and infrastructure development
practices.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
DOD, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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•
•

Retail and auction sale systems,
Corporate assurance.

Cross selling channels keep growing
DOD has attained its targets in 2011
as well as by meeting customer demands through its ParkDOD and
PrimeDOD sales channels, which it
has shaped with reference to customer needs, as well as by means of
DOD Garanti and KaskoDOD products. In the ParkDOD system 2,000
vehicles are sold, which presents a
significant success compared with
last year’s figures. In the PrimeDOD
system, which created a difference
in luxury segment in the used car
line, the number of luxury segment
vehicles sold has increased from
300 in 2010 to 523 in 2011 (75%
increase). An increase of 22% is
attained compared to the previous
year in DOD Garanti product.The
cross sales channels of DOD are
planned to be developed with continuous achievements in 2011.
DOD Outlet Şekerpınar has started
its operations
DOD is the first company in its
sector that brought in the “outlet”
concept in Turkey, which is a wellknown concept in the USA. DOD
implemented its Outlet concept in
its new establishment, DOD Outlet
Şekerpinar facility center, with more
than 100 car-exhibition place within
3,000 m² open and 350 m² closed
area. DOD aims to provide vehicles
with prices appropriate with outlet
concept, which is planned to be realized by minimizing fixed and variable costs like logistics, estate purchases, investment, personnel, etc.

www.dod.com.tr is renewed
Considered as the reference website
of used car buyers and sellers, www.
dod.com.tr has been renewed in the
way to receive and respond customer needs and requests better and
faster. The website design has been
improved and content strengthened.
Some of new services and applications in renewed website are:
• “Learn your vehicles value by KeyDOD” -online expertise service (KeyDOD-Do Your Expertise by Yourself).
• “DOD sells easy and fast”- online
solution for those who wish to liquidize the car at once or entrust their vehicles to DOD’s experts to have it sold
at a specific price.
• “If it’s not in the site, DOD will find it
for you”- for visitors who want DOD’s
expert team to find the requested car.
DOD joined social media
DOD differentiated its service provided to customers by creating a
new dimension, the social media. In
December 2011 DOD implemented a
Facebook page. Through DOD Face-

book page many functions that make
it easier for visitors interested in used
car sector are presented, as to reach,
get and exchange data regarding related sector, sell and buy used cars
and so on. Being able to reach all
these functions through the Facebook platform offers a special experience to visitors.
DOD continued growing conf dently
DOD, has reached its customers
through brand communication in
different ways with different tools in
2011. Having achieved to maintain
its confident growth for more than
10 years, DOD became known as the
“innovative and leader” in its sector.
DOD will sustain its communication
based on the strategy of reaching its
customers through diverse activities,
focusing especially on the digital environment in 2012.
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Exceeding targets!
In addition to Volkswagen Kasko, SEAT
Kasko, Skoda Kasko and Kasko DOD,
vdf, the leading automotive finance company of Turkey, has continued its market
leadership by launching innovative products FullDeğer (Vehicle Value Protection
Insurance) and FullDestek (Loan Protection Insurance).

vdf Automotive Finance
(Volkswagen Doğuş Tüketici
Finansmanı A.Ş.)
vdf has performed way above its
goals thanks to its new products
and services launched in 2011. With
a 34% penetration rate in the Volkswagen Group brands, vdf continued
its market leadership among consumer finance companies and banks
through its portfolio volume in consumer vehicle loans in 2011.
By extending 41,562 new loan facilities by end-2011, vdf has satisfactorily increased the number of loans by
53% compared to the previous year,
and reached to 68,000 performing
contracts. In addition, its total performing loan volume increased from
TL 1.112 billion to TL 1.750 billion,
marking a 57% jump compared to
previous year’s figures.
vdf Automobile Finance intends to
provide brand-specific privileged
services to its customers by offering loans tailor made for VW Group
brands and models. In this regard,
VarioCredit product, which is addressing to Audi A1 customers in

After a successful year that has passed
beyond our projections, our new targets
for 2012 are directed to maintain our
market leadership by developing marketing
activities focused on customer loyalty and
satisfaction and our new brand product
strategy, which was restructured to create
synergy with our brands.
Tijen Akdoğan Ünver
General Manager
vdf
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particular, is launched. Our objective
for 2012 is to extend our branded
loan products and to offer brand specific privileged services in every step
of the automotive value chain.
With “car loan for corporate companies”, a product campaign which
was first launched Q4 of 2011, vdf
aims to increase its brand awareness
and loan sales by offering special interest rates to employees of selective
corporations operating in Turkey.

vdf Insurance and Brokerage
Services / vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık
Hizmetleri A.Ş.
vdf Insurance Services, differentiating itself in the insurance sector with
innovative products, continued to offer unique insurance products to its
customers in 2011.
Following Volkswagen Kasko which
was launched in 2010, vdf Insurance
Services, expanded its Branded Kasko portfolio with the launch of SEAT
Kasko, Skoda Kasko and Kasko
DOD products in 2011. vdf Insurance
is planning to launch Audi Kasko and
DOD Guarantee products in 2012.
vdf Insurance has increased the number of innovative products designed
for its customers. FullDeğer insurance product, which protects invoice
value of VW Group vehicles should
they become scrapped or stolen, as
well as FullDestek loan protection insurance product, which secures repayment of the loans by the customers, were launched in 2011.
vdf Insurance and Brokerage Services
increased its total net premium production by 44% with an increase from
TL 52 million to TL 75 million compared
to the previous year, and improved the
number of policies by 49%, reaching
to 105,000 active policies in 2011.

vdf Factoring Services / vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş.
vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş., which
has been in process since May 2010,
offers factoring and financing services for 78 Authorized Dealers across
Turkey.
vdf Faktoring achieved to be in the
8th place among factoring companies with a total business volume of

TL 3,356,497,713 in 2011, and increased its total asset size from TL
12,631,741 in 2010 to a robust figure
of TL 80,678,354 in 2011.
vdf Faktoring’s objective is to improve its profitability and business
volume in 2012 based on the principle of steady and consistent growth.
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Continuous contribution
to trafﬁc safety
Gaining trust of customers and the
public with its independent, impartial and honest service approach,
TÜVTURK achieved growth in all
service areas.

Exhaust Gas Emission Services being the highest, TÜVTURK achieved
growth in all business areas, and increased its revenue from 605 million
TL to 739 million TL, pointing a 22%
increase.
12% increase in periodical vehicle
inspections
Compared with previous year, in
2011 6.1 million vehicle inspections had been realized with 12%
increase. 36.56% of these vehicles
were detected as heavy defected or
unsafe and invited to re-inspection.
In re-inspections, 97.5% of the 2.1
million vehicles, which were heavy
defected or unsafe, succeeded to
pass the inspection after fixing their
defects. Therefore safe driving of
these vehicles was provided.
High increase in Exhaust Gas Emission Test figures
In 2011, the stations providing Exhaust Gas Emission Test increased

TÜVTURK will continue to add value to our
country in both personal and public terms
through its contributions to trafﬁc and vehicle
safety.
Kemal Ören
General Manager
TÜVTURK
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from 176 to 193 and 1.5 million vehicles fulfilled this test in TÜVTURK
stations. Compared to the figures of
2010, there is a 66% increase and the
rate of this test to periodical inspection increased from 16% to 24%. For
the time being this service is provided
in 11 mobile stations as well and it
will be available in all mobile stations
in 2012.
Roadworthiness Inspection
28 stations have provided road worthiness inspection service for 33,000
vehicles in 2011, with a 17% increase.
Greatest portion of the revenue is
from İstanbul
In 2011, the revenue of all services
is realized as 739 million TL. EBITDA
for TÜVTURK Kuzey and Güney was
32.7 million TL, for TÜVTURK İstanbul
was 36.4 million TL and 69 million TL
in total. TÜVTURK Istanbul operations
make up 128.8 million TL of the consolidated revenue.

Traffic Responsibility Action is
growing with stakeholder support
Our action which had been introduced in 2010 enhanced its impact
in 2011. With “Safe Vehicle Action”
we directly contacted 170,000 people
through interactive field activities in
36 provinces, and 3,000 commercial
vehicle drivers attended the trainings. “Responsible Citizen Action”
contributed to the traffic responsibility consciousness through public
seminars to 2,500 teachers and more
than 50,000 students. With “Bosom
Buddies Action”, we reached 2,500
teachers, 100,000 students, 100,000
parents and 6,000 shuttle drivers.
Within the scope of Traffic Responsibility Action, business community
representatives come together in order to contribute the traffic safety issue and build a common declaration
which aims to lead these activities.

ity Category in 2011 at “Kristal Elma”
awards and two websites of the action had been awarded by Interactive
Media Awards.
Independent, impartial and honest
4 year accreditation period was successfully completed in 2011. Within
this period TÜVTURK Headquarters
and 193 stations had been audited
and the 2nd accreditation period will
be starting in 2012.
We have a promise to our customers
“Our Promise to Customers” campaign, which is aiming to emphasize
TÜVTURK’s customer approach to
the employees with a participative
manner, has been completed within
a 10-month period.

TRA, had been awarded the best TV
Advertisement in Social Responsibil-
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New dimensions in
operational leasing
Contributing to our sector by increasing
its standards LeasePlan Turkey is developing fleet management with pioneering applications and projects, thanks
to LeasePlan’s global experience and
Doğuş Otomotiv’s dynamism in the local
market.

We obtained a high growth rate above the
market rate with the sustained customer
satisfaction and pioneering applications and
projects we have offered in 2011. We would
like to repeat this success in 2012 and to reach
our targets via new products to be offered to
the SME segment.
F. Türkay Oktay
General Manager
LeasePlan
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LeasePlan, which was established
in 2003, began to perform in the
market with a 51% LeasePlan and
49% Doğuş Otomotiv shareholding
structure in 2007. Establishing synergies with the global experience of
LeasePlan and Doğuş Otomotiv’s
dynamism, LeasePlan maintained
its strong position in the sector. The
world leader in operational leasing,
LeasePlan manages 1.3 million vehicles worldwide with more than 6,000
employees in 5 continents and 30
countries. LeasePlan, globally known
for its leading implementations and
being the market leader in most of
the countries it operates, also offers services on operational fleet
management in Turkey by analyzing
customer expectations and needs
accurately and providing them with
optimum solutions. LeasePlan Turkey aims at extending its operational
leasing and fleet management services to large and small-scale local
and international companies. Serving
operational leasing solutions based
on its international experience and

local knowledge, LeasePlan Turkey
approaches customer needs in integrity, with proactive engagement and
expertise in a trustworthy manner.
Turkish operational leasing
market in 2011
The leasing sector faced recession
after the legal amendments about
the commercial vehicles in 2010. This
situation affected sector’s development through 2011 as well. However,
operational leasing sector reached
140,000 growing somewhere between 8-10%.
Growing more than the market
As of the end of 2011, LeasePlan
Turkey has increased the number of
its vehicles in its portfolio to 8,061,
growing by 9% and offering services to 691 respective customers.
Operating with a strategy based on
a multi-brand vehicle portfolio in operational leasing, LeasePlan’s portfolio is primarily composed of brands
like Volkswagen, SEAT, Audi, Skoda,
Renault, Ford, Fiat and Toyota, all of
which have prominent shares in the
fleet market. LeasePlan Turkey has
accomplished to sell a total number
of 2,768 used cars via DOD Authorized Dealers in 2011.
Sustained customer satisfaction
In line with the aim of high quality service standards and sustained
customer satisfaction, LeasePlan
Turkey increased its satisfaction ratio
from 96% to 98%, with its innovative
solutions.
Events for Customers
Lease Accounting information meeting was organized in May. In October,
customers had a chance to test the

various electric vehicles models at the
test drive event organized in Renault
Bursa Plant.
Fleet Manager of the Year will be
awarded
The Award of “Fleet Manager of the
Year” 2011, will be presented to the
employee who has most successfully
developed and implemented a fleet
management strategy by focusing
on optimized total cost of ownership,
good control of the fleet and best
practice car policy, while having an innovative approach in addition to his/
her commitment to corporate social
responsibilities. Nominations have
been started as of December 2011.
Along with Ekonomist magazine
LeasePlan is the main sponsor of this
project. In addition to LeasePlan and
Ekonomist Fleet Manager of the Year
Award, Doğuş Otomotiv Green Fleet
Award and BP Fleet Safety Award will
be given. Fleet managers of minimum
25 light commercial vehicles and pas-

senger cars shall be nominated. Jury
members will be the representatives
of leading companies of automotive
and fuel industry and media. The prizes will be distributed in February, at a
gala dinner to be held in Istanbul.
Targets
For 2012, LeasePlan Turkey aims
at achieving sustainable growth by
introducing new products, services
and pioneering applications to the
market and growing by 14% again
above the market. In parallel with this
target, the Company is expected to
advance the remarkable success it
achieved in sustainable customer
satisfaction. LeasePlan also intends
to improve the brand awareness and
widen its market share through 2012.
Additionally, LeasePlan plans to
reach SME segment by offering specific products and services for this
segment and introducing the advantages of operational leasing. LeasePlan Turkey plans to launch these
products in the first quarter of 2012.
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Spare Parts &
Logistics

We create value for the
world’s most prestigious
brands
In 2011, Spare Parts & Logistics Services imported 105,996 vehicles and dispatched 109,914 vehicles to the Authorized Dealers as well as have concluded
the year with a total revenue of TL 361.9
million generated from the sales of spare
parts and accessories.

Spare Parts & Logistics Services
manages the import, warehousing
and distribution of the vehicles and
spare parts to Authorized Dealers of
the world’s most prestigious brands:
Volkswagen, Audi, SEAT, Porsche,
Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone,
Meiller, and also Scania Industrial and
Marine Engines, Thermo King Transport Temperature Control Systems
and their affiliated products.
An advanced practice of synergy
Spare Parts & Logistics Services
employs state-of-the-art technology
combined with modern and the best
practices of synergism under one
roof, and thus composes an exemplary service provided to the global
brands represented by Doğuş Otomotiv.
All is to provide customers with
accurate and prompt service
Spare Parts & Logistics employs advanced computer technologies and
stock management systems with
the aim of executing its operations

Spare Parts & Logistics Services combines
the latest and best practices of synergism
with state-of-the-art technology and
continuously creates value for Doğuş
Otomotiv’s multi-brand structure.
Mustafa Karabayır
General Manager
Spare Parts & Logistics Services
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smoothly. Effective pricing and price
placement policies, along with the
usage of common parts up to a level
of 60%, creates a prominent synergy
in Spare Parts & Logistics organization.
Services and products offered
In order to supply products and services to Authorized Dealers and Services in an efficient way and to improve the overall level of customer
satisfaction, Spare Parts & Logistics
Services offers the below services:
• The import and homologation operation management of all the group
vehicles in the name of brand representatives.
• Warehousing in the bonded and
stock areas of imported vehicles sup-

plied by VW, Audi, SEAT, Porsche,
Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone,
Meiller and Skoda brands, as well as
their delivery to the Authorized Dealers.
• Ordering, importing, stock management and delivery to the authorized dealers of the spare parts and
accessories of VW, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Scania, Lamborghini and Thermo King brands.
• Importing, warehousing and distribution of the spare parts and accessories of Krone and Meiller brands to
the Authorized Dealers upon order.

tics Services primarily focuses on:
• Adopting the role of a strategysetter in spare parts activities, creating a vision and sharing it with brand
representatives, contributing to raise
the market share of group brands;
• Implementing projects with the
aim of continuous improvement of
spare parts management systems;
• Shortening delivery period and
reducing costs to support new
vehicle sales and to give opportunity to decreasing stock costs;
• Seeking new opportunities in accessories marketing in a bid to increase business volumes.

A business approach focused
on quality
In order to improve its service
quality, Spare Parts and Logis-
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The best insurance
services guaranteed by
the credibility of Doğuş
Holding Co.
With its experience exceeding 25 years now, Doğuş
Insurance Agency Service
is providing innovative and
trustworthy services for its
clients.

An experienced agency firm
Doğuş Insurance Agency Services, a
subsidiary of Doğuş Holding Co., is
an intermediary company established
on 26 March 1984. Doğuş Insurance
continued its activities throughout
2011 in line with the aim of always
providing the best insurance services
to Group companies, their employees, as well as other clientele.
• All the insurance procedures of
the affiliated companies that are active in a total of 7 sectors consisting
of finance, automotive, construction,
media, tourism and services, real
estate and energy are pursued by
Doğuş Insurance.
• Within the framework of Doğuş
Group Property Insurance program,
affiliate companies of Doğuş Group
Co, were offered considerable advantages in terms of scope and price, for
assessment and pricing of all the risks
in policies issued in the year of 2011.
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• In parallel with the activities of
Doğuş companies in various sectors,
the range of insurance services provided was increased and risk assessment updates were made in all the
activities performed throughout the
year.
• Doğuş Insurance grew by 40% in
the premium production in 2011, in
comparison with the previous year.
Continuing to grow in 2012
Doğuş Insurance maintains its status as ‘authorized agency’ of Eureko
Insurance, Anadolu Insurance, Ergo
Insurance, Axa Insurance and Allianz
Insurance.
Doğuş Insurance will be carrying out
insurance activities of Doğuş Holding
Co. in 2012 with all its experience,
knowledge and concept of high quality service.

